REPORT ON MOBILE NETWORK COVERAGE IN SILVERDALE, LANCASHIRE
SILVERDALE PARISH COUNCIL – FEBRUARY 2021
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SUMMARY
This survey was open to the residents of Silverdale, Lancashire between the 29 January 2021 and the 15 February 2021. The survey was open online and
publicised through the three main village Facebook sites, emailed through Silverdale Events Online (subscription only) and an article with details and offer
to provide a paper copy was published in the February edition of St John’s Silverdale Parish Magazine (600 households subscribed). It was instigated by
Silverdale Parish Council in response to increasing complaints from residents who could not use their mobile telephones in the vicinity. These complaints
have risen substantially since the start of the COVID pandemic as more people are restricted to their homes and working from home, and from people not
able to receive verification codes from financial services. The survey received 266 responses online and one paper copy was submitted. From the responses,
231 supplied their postcodes so that the Parish Council could identify which areas within Silverdale were experiencing problems with the available mobile
telephone networks.
Silverdale is a small but thriving village in Lancashire, situated on the border with Cumbria and facing westwards into Morecambe Bay. It is a
popular retirement area and an area which attracts many tourists and holidaymakers. It is located within one of Britain’s smallest Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty – the Arnside/Silverdale AONB. Much of the land around and within the village is owned by The National Trust. The community of c. 1,300
residents (c.800 households) is well served with small, friendly shops and enjoys excellent services provided by a doctor’s surgery, pharmacy, village school,
library, two village halls, two churches and a fire station. During holiday periods, the population of the village can double, as visitors stay at Holgates holiday
park, the Gibraltar Farm camping site, The Silverdale Hotel and holiday cottages dotted around the village.
The survey showed that:
 Just over 75 per cent of the respondents have a telephone landline, although this could be mis-leading as respondents to Question 2 appear
confused between what constitutes a landline and the difference between a landline and broadband.
 The top landline provider cited was BT.
 Nearly all the respondents have a broadband connection.
 B4RN appears to be the main broadband provider amongst respondents in the village.
 All respondents use mobile telephones.
 Most respondents use versions of Apple iPhone, followed by Samsung, Huawei, Nokia and Motorola.
 EE and Vodafone appear to be the top mobile network providers amongst the respondents, followed by O2.
 Around 75% of respondents cannot make calls or sometimes cannot make telephone calls where they live.
 Less than 20 per cent of respondents rely on an external mobile network and rely on home Wi-Fi systems to use their mobile phones.
 Respondents use their mobile phones for a wide range of activities including keeping in touch with friends and family, collecting emails, gaming and
for business.
 Less than 23 per cent of respondents can make or receive SMS text messages where they live in Silverdale.
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MAIN CONCLUSIONS
What is obvious is that residents (i.e., most respondents) rely on Wi-Fi to make and receive calls and texts. Taking this fact into account, in the event of an
emergency involving a major power cut, there would be no means of communicating with residents apart from providing information door-to-door.
Residents of Silverdale are paying the network providers for a service that is not fit for purpose. In some instances, residents also pay for a landline, just in
case there is a power cut, and cannot use their mobile phones through their Wi-Fi. This is a major concern of residents over the age of 65, an age group that
comprises over a third of the village population.
Another important point is that ‘apps’ do not replace the need for SMS. The NHS (including GP surgeries) and financial institutions will not engage with
anything other than SMS for security reasons. From the responses received, text messages often are not received or are received up to 24 hours after they
have been sent. Presently, SMS is the preferred form of communication from the NHS to the public.
This not only affects information being sent from the NHS and GP surgeries but also anyone trying to make a transaction online that requires two-step
verification. Sometimes the code arrives, and very often it does not. Regarding financial institutions (banks, credit card companies) if a person tries three
times, their account is frozen. To unfreeze their account, the customer is required to physically travel to a high street bank ATM. Barclays bank still operates
in Carnforth (5 miles away). For other high street banks, one would travel to Kendal (14 miles away) or Lancaster (12 miles away).
Another factor reported by respondents is that SMART meters are not working in areas due to the poor network signals.
These findings are worrying and it is clear that the lack of mobile telephone network service is affecting ALL areas of Silverdale. From the 231 respondents
that supplied postcodes, only six said they were happy with the service provided by their mobile telephone network.
A map is provided in Appendix 1, showing in red the postcode areas affected by a bad or non-existent service. From this map it can be concluded that the
village of Silverdale, Lancashire should be designated by the Shared Rural Network as a TOTAL not-spot regarding mobile telephone network coverage.
Silverdale Parish Council asks that these findings are addressed urgently by Ofcom and their licensees – the four main mobile network providers: EE, O2, 3
and Vodafone.
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SURVEY QUESTIONS WITH RESULTING STATISTICS AND COMMENTS
Q1 Do you have a telephone landline?
Just over 75 per cent of the respondents have a telephone landline.

TELEPHONE
LANDLINE
Yes

Yes – 76.72% (201 respondents + 1 paper respondent)
No – 23.28% (61 respondents)

No

Q2 If you have a landline, which company is your provider?
People appeared confused by this question as many answers referenced broadband and VOIP
providers. However, the top landline provider was BT.

LANDLINE PROVIDER
BT
Sky
Plusnet
Utility Warehouse
Sipgate VOIP

Vonage VOIP
B4RN
EE
John Lewis
Post Office

BT – 81; Vonage VOIP – 43; Sky – 15; B4RN – 12; Plusnet – 10; EE – 8; Utility Warehouse – 6; John
Lewis – 4; Sipgate VOIP – 3; Post Office – 3; The Phone Co-op – 2; Voipfone – 1; Daisy
Communications – 1; 9 – 1; Fleur – 1; Origen VOIP – 1; Zen – 1; Visage – 1; YAY.com – 1; Not sure – 1
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Q3 Do you have a broadband connection?
Nearly all the respondents have a broadband connection, which is not surprising as this was an online survey, although paper copies were offered to
villagers.

BROADBAND
CONNECTION
Yes

Yes – 97.33 (255 respondents)
No – 2.67 (7 respondents + 1 paper respondent)

No

Q4 If you have a broadband connection, which company is your provider?
B4RN appears to be the main broadband provider amongst respondents in the village.

BROADBAND
PROVIDER
B4RN

BT

Sky

B4RN – 55.69% (142 respondents); BT – 23.14% (59 respondents); Sky – 5.88% (15 respondents);
Other – 15.29% (39 respondents); Plusnet – 8; EE – 8; Utility Warehouse – 5; John Lewis – 4; Origen
– 1; Zen – 2; SSE – 2; Vodafone – 2; Daisy Communications – 1

Other
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Q5 Do you have a mobile telephone?
Yes – 100% (of 264 responses + 1 paper respondent)
No – 0%

Q6 If you have a mobile telephone, which make and model do you use?
Most respondents use versions of Apple iPhone, followed by Samsung, Huawei, Nokia and Motorola.

MOBILE MAKE &
MODEL
Apple iPhone

Samsung

Nokia

Huawei

Motorola

Moto

Google

One Plus

Oppo

HTC

Galaxy

Sony

Acatel

Xiaomi

Ancient

Apple iphone – 134; Samsung 64; Nokia – 15; Huawei – 15; Motorola – 13; Moto – 8; Google –
4; One Plus 2; Oppo – 2; HTC – 1; Galaxy – 1; Sony – 1; Acatel – 1; Xiaomi – 1; Ancient – 2;
Various - 1

Various
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Q7 If you have a mobile telephone, which company is your network provider?
EE and Vodafone appear to be the top mobile network providers amongst the respondents, followed by O2.

MOBILE NETWORK
PROVIDER
EE

Vodafone

O2

Other

EE – 29.89% (78 respondents); Vodafone -27.97% (73 respondents); O2 – 19.54% (51
respondents); Other – 15.71% (41 respondents); Three – 6.90% (18 respondents + 1 paper
respondent); BT & EE – 12; GifGaf – 2; Tesco – 10

Three

Q8 Can you make and receive telephone calls where you live?
Around 75% of respondents cannot make calls or sometimes cannot make telephone calls where they live. Although the question did not specifically point
to mobile telephone calls, one assumes that the responses are given regarding mobile telephone calls.

MAKE & RECEIVE
CALLS WHERE YOU
LIVE
Yes

No

Sometimes

Yes – 19.08% (50 respondents); No – 35.11% (92 respondents); Sometimes – 40.08% (105
respondents + 1 paper respondent); Never – 5.73% (15 respondents)

Never
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Q9 Is your mobile phone connected to a home wi-fi system or do you rely on the external 4G network?
Less than 20 per cent of respondents rely on an external mobile network and rely on home Wi-Fi systems. This becomes evident in Appendix 1: Personal
experiences of the mobile network in Silverdale.

MOBILE CONNECTION
: HOME WIFI OR 4G
NETWORK
Home WiFi

4G Network

Other

Home wi-fi system – 71.60% (184 respondents); External 4G network – 19.84% (51 respondents);
Other – 8.56% (22 respondents)
Comments
No can’t make any calls; Both - equally unreliable; Not 4G; Wi-Fi cLl; Mobile phone booster & WiFi calling; External; NO; Wi-Fi Calling and Three Home Signal (Femtocell); Home Wi-Fi when I'm at
home: external 4G or 3G when I'm out of doors; I phone over WhatsApp and 4G; Tesco Pay as
you Go; None’ Whatever my mobile phone can access; Connects to Wi-Fi for data but not for
calls/texts; 4G; Only to receive and make "WhatsApp" calls, not able to make voice calls via wifi
as would next model up in Samsung range.; Both; Use 4G and Wi-fi for different things as both
are terrible; Vonage; Only works with EE booster; BT Wi-Fi calling; Sure Signal booster

Q10 How do you use your mobile phone?
It is obvious from the response to this question that respondents are able to use their mobile phones, but these figures need to be looked at in relation to
HOW this use is enabled.
Calling or receiving calls from friends and family – 82.38% (215 respondents); Making or
receiving business calls - 36.78% (96 respondents); Making or receiving text messages – 81.99%
(214 respondents + 1 paper respondent); Accessing the internet – 76.25% (199 respondents);
Other - 12.64% (33 respondents)
% of respondents

MOBILE PHONE
USAGE

100
80
60
40
20
0

Comments
I have to go outside to make a call, and if anyone calls me it is almost impossible to have a
conversation.; Social media; Calling friends when away from home; Calls when away from
Silverdale; As the mobile signal is intermittent and not ever available on the ground floor top
floor but sometimes can be used at window on first floor, we only use it when away from the
house, which is a pain in the neck because increasingly web sites and others INSIST on a mobile
number and there have been times recently when I have been unable to register because I can't
use mobile number; Cannot make or receive calls on either phone; Via Wi-Fi calling; All the
above if I could; Jo; Calls only available via Wi-Fi calling; We can only use it when away from
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Silverdale; WhatsApp; Making/receiving calls as a consumer of businesses - not sure if that's what the option above means or not; Email for business, Zoom,
reading documents etc.; I use It when I am away from home.; WhatsApp; Making calls to family and friends when not in Silverdale, also calls to and from
fellow glider pilots at Bowland Forest Gliding Club when outside Silverdale and can connect with cell network elsewhere.; GPS tracking, take photos and
videos.; WhatsApp; Playing games and social media; FaceTime & WhatsApp; To banks etc; Used when away from area; On call for medical emergencies;
IMPORTANT. NHS services e.g. confirming appointments use SMS, as do other online services including banking to verify identity.; Within the home mobiles
can only be used with services connected to Wi-Fi as we have no mobile signal!; All calls I make have to be on the Wi-Fi. at the moment the Wi-Fi is shocking
so even then it’s difficult to call people.; FaceTime; I have no signal so can't do any of the others.; Via Wi-Fi mainly; Receiving security codes for various
reasons e.g., Banks etc.; Connecting to business diary, teleconferences and messages via Skype for Business.
Q11 Can you make and receive SMS text messages where you live?
Less than 23 per cent of respondents can make or receive SMS text messages where they live in Silverdale.

MAKING/RECEIVING
TEXT MESSAGES

Yes – 22.22% (58 respondents); No – 27.20% (71 respondents); Sometimes – 47.13% (123
respondents + 1 paper respondent); Never - 3.45% (9 respondents)

Comments
Sometimes the messages come through when I leave home.
We can receive calls to our mobiles because EE allow you to connect through
WiFitodoWiFi calling and messaging. This is only available with some networks and phone
models.; Absolutely no reception; Hit and miss; Wi-Fi calling and Vodafone suddenly ;
Sometimes actually means rarely and only then if I stand outside the house on the
driveway.; Only to or from other iPhones; If it's to or from another iPhone; Wi-Fi needs to
be connected; I have to move into the garden; We have to walk up Cove Lane onto Cove
Road for a signal; only make and receive SMS through the home Wi-Fi.; Extremely difficult
due to unreliability of signal; Rarely; Only via WhatsApp via Wi-Fi connection via B4RN;
Connection is poor without using a Wi-Fi connected system, so we use WhatsApp but if Wi-Fi goes off then we really struggle to send and receive text
messages.; Only in certain rooms/areas; Banks insist on sending codes by SMS. I have to wander round the house and sometimes the street hoping to get a
signal in order to complete transactions.; No 4G signal at my address; Very unreliable; Only by using Wi-Fi calling; When connected to Wi-Fi Calling
otherwise no; We can only make and receive calls & texts via Wi-Fi. Mobile signal not reliable and intermittent; Only on Wi-Fi; Weather condition and
elevation dependent; Very poor service without Wi-Fi; I don’t know what SMS is; Only via Internet; Only over the Internet; Only via Wi-Fi, no connection to
network otherwise; Not in the house; I have had to get a booster to use my mobile at home; Only through Wi-Fi; Messages rarely send first time; Not
dependable; may need to go to top of house and even then not guaranteed; Only on the phone connected to BT Wi-Fi calling; This is very annoying as my
online banking system and others always want to send a text message; Always need Wi-Fi to receive; It depends which room you’re in!; This makes it very
Yes

No

Sometimes

Never
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difficult when online banking or any situation using a One Time Passcode; Can send and receive outside the house but can’t inside; But only if phone
connected to Sure Signal otherwise we get no signal in the house; Only thru Wi-Fi as got no signal; Only in my house, not in the street.; The mobile signal is
so weak and intermittent that some SMS messages arrive days later or only when I leave the house.
Q12 If SMS texts are unreliable, do you use any apps?
It appears that WhatsApp and Messenger have replaced SMS texting within the village. However, an important point was raised by one respondent:
“IMPORTANT Other apps do not replace need for SMS. I use WhatsApp but the NHS and other providers will not engage with other than SMS for security
reasons (?).” This also applies to financial institutions and GP surgeries.
Messenger – 49.79% (119 respondents); WhatsApp – 87.03% (208 respondents); Other
– 8.79% (21 respondents); Imessage; Facetime; Snapchat; Email; Telegram; Wi-Fi calling
and Vodafone Sure Signal

MESSAGING APPS
100
90
80
% of respondents

70
60
50
40

30
20
10
0
Messenger

WhatsApp

Other

Messaging App
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Q13 Do you have any problems accessing the internet from your mobile phone where you live?
This question also needs to be read in conjunction with HOW this use is enabled.

PROBLEMS ACCESSING
INTERNET

Yes – 25.87% (67 respondents); No – 32.43% (84 respondents); Sometimes – 23.94%
(62 respondents + 1 paper respondent); Never – 0.39% (1 respondent)

Comments
Signal varies in different rooms in the house; Yes, unless through Wi-Fi; Always have to
Yes
No
Sometimes
Never
through my internet; My phone doesn't have internet; Impossible; Phone is not
connected to the internet; I have not tried; Signal very poor have to walk about 100yds
to get a poor 3G signal; I don't try to access internet with my very basic phone. No
signal here anyway; Don't use it for the internet; My phone is ancient, no internet
possible; Depends on weather and where I am; Never use my mobile to access the
internet; But it's connected to Wi-Fi; Only possible in window; Only available via Wi-Fi
no mobile signal at all; N/A; Yes, rarely receive a 2G signal; N/A; I can connect with WiFi not with mobile data; No because I use Wi-Fi; Need to use Wi-Fi Calling; No
problems using my own Wi-Fi network. Mobile network not available; Rarely able to
access the internet unless connected to Wi-Fi; Only via Wi-Fi Calling; Only through
home Wi-Fi; Need to be connected to home Wi-Fi.; If the Wi-Fi is down cannot access
the Internet whatsoever; Mobile at home is wholly reliant on internet from BARN,
cannot use 2G/3G/4G from anywhere in the house; We can only do this using our WiFi not using mobile signal; When B4rn is down; Via home Wi-Fi only; Ok using Wi-Fi; I can access it only because of the booster; Only through Wi-Fi; Never
but access via home Wi-Fi;; We cannot connect to data as we have no signal...but we can connect to our Wi-Fi for internet access from our mobiles; Wi-Fi
works but now 4G; Only problem is on 4G not on Wi-Fi; Doesn’t work inside or out; Unless connected to Sure Signal we have no connection; Only on Wi-Fi;
Can access internet thru our Wi-Fi; OK on Wi-Fi but not on the mobile network; Only available using home Wi-Fi connection; Only internet use is for
occasional emails as messages may not be sent or received for up to 24 hours. I would consider a better phone is the signal was reliable.
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Q14 Do you use your mobile telephone for accessing internet-based banking or other financial services?

MOBILE FINANCIAL
SERVICES

Yes – 59.16% (155 respondents)
No – 32.44% (85 respondents + 1 paper respondent)

Comments
I have to use Three Wi-Fi call as the only pay as you go that allows me to use Wi-Fi
Yes No
call to receive text messages; From the garden; Only using home Wi-Fi; No signal in
most of the house, from the field behind sometimes; Only to receive a banking
pass-code to use on my lap-top; Unreliable to do so; Don't use for security reasons;
Yes, but not practical in Silverdale; Yes but only via Wi-Fi; Yes but problems if they
need to send codes as there is no signal around the property.; No signal means a
very restricted use of the mobile phone, also in the event of a break in the
broadband service which can occur I have no means of; communication; It is
difficult to make payments and I often have to have security codes resent due to
the mobile signal being unreliable; Only as part of the log on process; Am
registered for internet banking with Bank of Scotland but cannot access this as
cannot receive text message confirmations on my mobile. Extremely annoying;
Only possible using my own Wi-Fi network. Unable to access many services that
require use of text message security codes to verify identity; Unable to use as can't receive text messages as part of secure log in process; Sometimes; Only
able to because it is connected via BT Wi-Fi calling; I wish I could; Not reliable enough; I use my computer for that; No because I have no signal.
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APPENDIX 1
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF MOBILE NETWORK BY LA5 POSTCODE
[Red postcode areas – poor or no service; Green postcode areas – no complaints]
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Out of 266 responses, 231 respondents offered comments on their personal experience with the mobile network coverage in Silverdale.
LA5 POSTCODE
0BF

INCLUDES
COVE ORCHARD

RESPONDENTS
2

0JF

CHALLEN HALL MEWS

1

0JG

WHINNEY FOLD

3

0RA
0RD

EMESGATE LANE
GASKELL CLOSE

1
3

0RE

BANK HOUSE LANE

2

0RF

EMESGATE LANE

5

0RG

EMESGATE LANE

1

COMMENTS
 It is increasingly awkward as more firms use 6 figure text messages for
security before allowing access to their website.
 It is not good enough -- and may be dangerous for some
 The signal is non-existent in parts of the village. My children when visiting
us in Silverdale always say “Welcome to Silverdale - No Signal!!
 If I got better coverage on my mobile i would not have a landline to reduce
cost.
 Very poor.
 Mobile coverage is poor in the village, my phone is linked to the internet so
I can call, text, etc. If I leave my house its rubbish.
 Could be a lot better.
 It is patchy coverage. Can only use it at home via Wi-Fi
 Signal is intermittent where I live and causes a nightmare when trying to
work from home.
 Not good.
 Can’t always revive coverage if out in the village.
 Very, very, poor mobile coverage, hardly any at all. Very poor thus day and
age!
 I’m lucky I get reception at home but I find that coverage is dependent on
which room I'm in. Can't make calls or find internet signal for WhatsApp
from numerous locations in the village including my mother in laws on
Cove road.
 Always able to use mobile with any of the phone models used in the last 5
years. Always with EE.
 It is better on my kids phones which are newer, but they are also on a
different network so I don't know which is critical.
 Very unreliable.
 No problems at all at any time.
 Very poor signal very sporadic.
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0RH

ST JOHN’S GROVE

3





0RN

EMESGATE LANE

7







0RP

CLEVELANDS AVE

8










Intermittent, frustrating and needs improvement.
The mobile signal is so hit and miss that I ask people to only call me on my
landline and I never use my mobile phone to call people when in Silverdale.
Intermittent & if internet goes down, we can’t use the landline and phone
signal is very poor in the house
It is very patchy and unreliable.
I am very satisfied with mobile/internet service and have never had
problems.
It’s very good.
It’s crap.
There is no useable coverage at my house, leaving or arriving in the village,
so its 15 mins without a signal if travelling in a car.
Reception ok in village centre but none where our property is.
Not 100% reliable but pretty good.
There is an expectation by most companies that you will have a mobile
phone and some services are unavailable without it.
We have no signal. Can't book some services online such as gas without
giving mobile phone number. Cannot receive confirmation from taxis or
other services when they are arriving.
There is no signal for a large rectangle around our bungalow, I can only use
the phone for calling because 3 allows Wifi calling on their pay as you go
tariff otherwise the phone would be useless away from Wifi
Because our telephone relies on broadband we would be without a means
of communication if the network failed....as it did last week.
Having no signal makes contact by tradesmen and delivery vehicles difficult
and it is impossible to book services such as gas online as they demand
mobile numbers.
Vodafone is the best provider we have found but we have to leave the
phone on the kitchen table to receive a signal, which is still patchy, often
we receive an SMS but do not have enough signal to send a reply. With
banks now starting to insist on sending One Time Codes for every payment
it is now becoming more concerning as we can't guarantee to receive
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ORR

COVE ORCHARD
COVE ROAD

3





0RS

TOWNSFIELD

4






them.
I get no mobile signal in my home; I have to wander off in the area to try to
get a signal when sent a text e.g. as a second level authorisation. Very
inconvenient.
There is no mobile signal at home. In this day and age, it is unacceptable the only way to use a mobile where we are located is via the internet with
BT but even that is temperamental - the mast used is at Grange over Sands
and can be significantly affected by weather. I have had numerous
conversations with BT as to why I pay for a service that is so unpredictable.
Before I signed up to BT Wi-Fi Calling I used to have to get in the car drive
up to the village in order to get a signal - useless in these days of online
banking and security checks. My husband's phone is an older iPhone model
which is not compatible with BT Wi-Fi Calling so he has to give my mobile
number for any contacts he has to use - surgery/banking for his voluntary
work. The lack of a mobile signal is the reason we have maintained a BT
landline to ensure we can make or receive emergency calls. A classic
example of a forgotten and disadvantaged community.
Signal coverage is appalling.
If we didn’t have internet connection, then we would have no mobile
phone signal at all. When the internet goes down, we have no landline or
mobile phone signal.
The signal in Silverdale is terrible, there is only a few certain parts of the
village where I can reliably use my mobile to make calls and running a
plumbing business is hard in the village as when someone rings me, I never
know whether they’ll be able to hear me or even get through properly.
We can get 1 bar standing outside our house, but it can still take ages to
get the 1 bar before we can use the phone for calls or messages.
Dreadful.
Awful. Recently changed from Vodafone to EE and it’s even worse.
An extremely negative experience. Cannot use mobiles at home, therefore
prevented from exploring the opportunity of losing our landline. If
Broadband has a fault, we have no access to internet. Absolutely no
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0RT

0RU

ELMSLACK COURT

WOODLANDS DRIVE

5



3








0RW

PARK ROAD
COVE LANE
COVE ROAD

4






0RX

ELMSLACK LANE

5








improvement in the 15 years we have lived here. (Other family members
on Vodafone so zero covered not limited to one provider).
We don't exactly live in the middle of nowhere. It's ludicrous that we can't
use a mobile 'phone in a community like Silverdale.
The signal is inconsistent and can be weather dependent.
Very poor. Can't have a smart meter or receive messages from Bank.
Mobile signal very bad around most of village.
Very patchy. If out in the village, people have to go where they know they
might get a signal e.g., outside the St John's Church, if there's an
emergency, the signal is poor.
So frustrating not to have signal at home. Required so often.
It is very unfair as other parts of the village can get reception but on LA5
0RU we can't.
It’s generally awful. If I want to make a call, I go down to the shore over a
mile away! People trying to find my property often can’t get through to my
landline from their mobile and if they do it invariably drops out during the
call.
Obviously, network coverage is important, and our grandchildren think it is
archaic! not being able to text us or use their ‘phones when they visit
There are very few parts of the village where I can get a signal strong
enough to be usable. Delivery drivers regularly have problems if they need
to phone for directions to my house.
There is no coverage.
Away from the house internet, the connection is very ‘patchy’ and liable to
cutting off if moving. If driving, a reliable signal isn’t seen until, towards
Carnforth, reaching Sand Lane, Wharton.
I can only use my mobile phone in the house, via BT Calling. Outside the
range of my broadband, it is very patchy - less than 2g!
I can only use my mobile for phone calls when I leave home.
The signal is poor, I have been in remote areas of Europe with better
service.
When the Wi-Fi is down I can’t even use my 3/4G to complete uni work/
18

0RY

0RZ

CASTLEBECK

NEW ROAD
CRAG FOOT
WALLINGS LANE

3

4









0SA

WALLINGS LANE

2




0SB

REDBRIDGE LANE
COVE ROAD

2




access the internet. It’s a huge frustration of mine as the Wi-Fi has been so
poor there’s nothing to fall back on.
Overall, very poor and varies from service providers. Sometimes have to
stand at the top of the garden to get a signal. Not reliable enough for
Internet banking.
Coverage is generally very poor. Improvements are urgently needed.
Poor signal in many areas of Silverdale.
Inconsistent and intermittent at best
I regularly miss calls and have no notifications on my phone or received
messages are delayed. I ask people to use my landline number but that also
isn’t reliable. I rely on my mobile and with 5 children under 10 and leaving
DA marriage it is very disconcerting to feel isolated when I can’t rely on and
use my mobile to alert anyone if I need to.
I have missed number of very, important calls due to poor mobile
coverage.
Poor for voice and texts in Wallings Lane. Seems slightly worse than about
2 years ago!
A major problem is the fact that when logging on to financial institution
websites, many companies now require the customer to enter a pin
number, which is sent by SMS text message, in order to access their
account.
Very, poor signal, in and out. Can’t be relied upon and not good
considering how many people live here.
I have been with EE for a long time and have been to remote parts of the
Dales and had a better signal than in Silverdale! The signal varies from nonexistent to very weak.
We have no signal at our house so unless I am connected to Sure Signal
(which is a supplementary Vodafone paid for device that uses Wi-Fi to
boost the phone signal for Vodafone users only), I have no coverage. My
husband uses EE and relies on the Wi-Fi Calling feature which can be
unreliable unless in close proximity to the Wi-Fi router. Visitors almost
invariably cannot use their mobile phones at our house. Deliveries to our
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0SD

COVE DRIVE

7










0SE

BIRCH DRIVE

5






0SF

BRADSHAWGATE

2




property can sometimes be a problem as drivers often cannot ring once
they are in the area to confirm delivery or get final directions.
To get a reasonable signal, it is necessary to go to the school on Emesgate
Lane.
Whilst we have home Wi-Fi, I can use my mobile. Without this, I have to
walk up Cove Drive and stand opposite the large oak tree to get a signal.
Mobile signal not available at my house or elsewhere in village so I have to
drive towards Carnforth until I receive signal strength on my mobile which
is why I have to rely solely on my landline unless I am driving and using my
hands-free blue tooth link.
Very frustrating as many organisations now assume you are able to receive
text messages / codes to complete log in or complete security checks.
Where I live there is no mobile phone coverage from any network.
Mobile phone coverage is terrible in Silverdale. I have tried and failed to
obtain mobile cover from Vodafone, EE, O2 and Three. My road in
Silverdale never has a signal, not just me.
Terrible signal where I live Can sometimes receive call or text if my phone is
upstairs.

Can usually get a signal by the village shops but not where we live. Many
companies want to send you a text to confirm an internet service and we
can't do that.
No signal for EE Vodafone or O2
Signal coverage is very poor. Basically, we can only reliably use via our
home Wi-Fi. If the Wi-Fi goes off, then we are unable to use our mobile
phones and internet.
We need to use a signal booster to make/receive calls. When the
broadband is down, we cannot make or receive calls due to no signal.
Completely relies on the Internet.
Dreadful. It only works if I climb the cliff at the cove. It is ok if you can
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travel away from Silverdale but during a year of one-off lockdown I am
stuck with no working phone. Works on the b4rn network for WhatsApp. I
can't even access my online Vodafone bill.
I have to walk or drive away from my house to higher ground to get a
reliable connection over the mobile network. It is absurd that the nearest
place to do this is where there is direct line of sight to Grange over Sands.
During the recent unplanned B4RN outage, I had to park near the cricket
club to be able to connect to a meeting for work.
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I spend a lot of money each month on telecommunications because there
is no mobile signal. It does make it difficult in some situations e.g., delivery
etc.
It is poor across the village and where I live near Silverdale station.
As everyone assumes that we get a signal we regularly miss very, important
calls and messages.
It has got worse. I bought a dual SIM phone as I used to get signal on
Vodafone. I prefer EE for business but now with both I still get virtually no
signal anywhere below St John’s Church and round to Arnside.
Rubbish.
Non-existent except when Wi-Fi connected. In-house, if electric fails, no
means of communication.
We have no mobile network coverage down Moss Lane which affects both
our family, farm and customers who stay on our campsite. It worries me
that if there is an electricity or broadband outage that we have no access
to a phone.
On Moss Lane mobile signal is near next to none. Can only use my mobile
services via our broadband connection.
It’s N/A
Poor mobile signal strength has made it impossible for recipients of
DevicesDotNow tablets to make much progress. The tablets depend on
data sims which give little or no bandwidth.
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Very intermittent.
No mobile signal at all where I live can only make mobile calls over the
Internet.
Non-existent! I need to either balance on the bedroom windowsill, or walk
half a mile up a lane, and that's not that great! The main difficulty we have
is when workmen or delivery drivers try to tell us they're coming, or
someone needs paying. Card machines don't connect!
The signal in Silverdale is diabolical.
NON-EXISTENT MOBILE SIGNAL
Moss Lane area has no phone signal.
Very patchy
Unreliability of signal and late arrival of text messages causes problems.
It seems to have improved over the years, but coverage is inconsistent, and
you often find different providers have different levels of signal coverage
depending on where you are in the village.
Seems to be adequate for our usage since we have 4G mobiles.
Very poor reception where I live.
The coverage is very patchy and the signal not strong.
Disastrous. ALWAYS have difficulty in waiting for doctor appointments to
call back. Very serious for a brittle asthmatic.
We have had to keep 3 mobile phones using 3 networks to ensure we can
get a single from one of them depending where and what we need etc.
I can only get a signal from my bedroom window or outside.
We have to go onto Stankelt Road before we can hear or make a call. We
live almost in the middle of the village!
Mobile phone coverage very unreliable.
It's rubbish. My husband is on Vodafone and again little coverage in the
house
Coverage is unreliable, and best outside my property rather than inside. To
receive calls or SMS, it is necessary to walk around until a signal is found. I
would certainly not rely on my mobile for emergency or important
communications. I always provide landline number rather than mobile for
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business callers.
It is terrible.
It is hopeless, I have to go outside the front of the house to make a call.
Patchy at best.
Coverage is poor. To make at receive calls in my house I have to stand in
two particular places or it doesn't work
It is very bad, particularly in Spring Bank. The only places in Silverdale
where I can get a reliable signal is in The Lots and on the shore.
With Vodafone - sure Wigan no problems full coverage.
Massively restrictive beyond the front door where I'm reliant on Wi-Fi
It is very poor in places, cannot be relied upon and at times causes major
issues.
Some areas have little or no coverage, at home I can only ever get a very
poor signal and cannot rely on my mobile at all. This is unacceptable in this
day and age!
It’s very patchy.
Poor and patchy, almost non-existent
Patchy at best. Almost non-existent at my home.
Not easy when company’s bank etc are sending security codes.
With such poor signal coverage, it's almost totally useless
Vodafone coverage is ok in certain parts of village, poor where I live. Don’t
know how other providers compare.
Mobiles are being used for many reasons apart from telephone calls and
text messages e.g., medical reasons, social networking, and public service
announcements etc.
I think the mobile coverage in Silverdale is extremely poor. It poses a risk to
anyone wishing to contact emergency services and needs immediate
attention.
When payments or transactions over the internet need to be made, they
sometimes have to be abandoned if a verification code is needed as this
often is not received.
Very unreliable. Often have to move around house to obtain contact.
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Sometimes only connects for a few seconds, then signal disappears.
Atrocious and more or less non existent
I can only use my mobile phone where I live when use my broadband
connection.
The mobile signal is very weak and unreliable. Because of the unreliability,
mobile usage is kept to a minimum. Text services from doctors and the like
are not used because you may miss the message. There is also the fact that
smart meters and other applications cannot be used due to the lack of a
good quality signal.
I only use my iPhone at home or in the centre of the village: I've never tried
it from (e.g.) the Wolf House or the Row. So my experience may not be
very typical
Very spasmodic
We used to live on Wallings Lane and the Vodafone signal there was not
too bad although we did need a “booster” signal for upstairs (old property
with thick walls). When we moved to our present address nearer the
village in 2018 the Vodafone signal was absolutely hopeless. We had to
stand in the front corner of the lounge just to send a text (and still do if the
Wi-Fi goes off!). Also, my husband’s mother is about to have her 99th
birthday, she now lives at Cove House and the mobile signal there is really
bad. She is very, very deaf and cannot hear us on the phone (obviously we
are not allowed to visit currently) so we can only communicate by texting.
Often, she lets us know via the staff that she doesn’t get our messages
which is really upsetting and frustrating as we really don’t have any reliable
way of keeping in touch with her.
It isn't great on the rare occasions that the internet is down but Wi-Fi
calling (and internet access) through our main provider (B4RN) is excellent.
Unreliable at station, which can be critical when transport plans go wrong,
despite FOSS's efforts. Flaky elsewhere. Useful free Wi-Fi hotspots e.g.
doorstep of surgery (ran a zoom meeting there when home broadband was
out of order)
Only able to use when connected to Wi-Fi.
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If I need to send or receive a text message I have to go outside and walk
until it picks up a signal.
Unreliable.
Extremely patchy and we hate having to go outside to pick up say a security
code on the phone in the middle of winter.
It can be patchy in places, particularly by Gaskell Hall. Quite frustrating at
times.
Awful reception not improved in the years we’ve lived here despite
‘improvements.
Standing in the road to get a mobile signal is not very safe.
Messages and calls sometimes late to come through.
Very erratic and non-reliable.
Some real inconvenience, and even risk, is present with no mobile signal in
the home. The fact that the signal is available elsewhere in the village is no
real help.
Intermittent and unreliable, but my O2 service is better than husband’s EE
Cannot allows send text messages.
Reception better outside than in and better upstairs. Reception very
variable when walking around village.
Ofcom's mobile checker confirms indoor reception is poor or non-existent.
Something needs to be done and roaming should be allowed at no extra
cost where one network signal is not at least 3G..
At my house is fine but elsewhere it’s unreliable
Mobile coverage is very poor. I only use my mobile phone in Silverdale
when I’m I. the house and connected to Wi-Fi.
Very poor reception. Mostly fails to work. It's a real issue. I get a lot of calls
from London which I miss. Folk there cannot grasp the fact that some
people live in an area with inadequate or no coverage.
Difficult. Do not rely on mobile phone when in Silverdale.
Hopeless for me. Possible for hubby with Vodafone
Not consistent.
Problematic.
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No signal at home. Get limited signal on road 50m away. If there is a power
cut, or problems with internet or phone line, we have no access to
information as unable to access internet,
Overall, not very good coverage.
My husband has cancer and I worry I will be unable to contact emergency
services if they are needed.
The coverage is very poor. Impossible to make calls unless using Wi-Fi calls
at home. Impossible anywhere else.
Very poor reception, both in our house (slightly better immediately
outside,) and often poor or no signal around the village.
Haven’t tried to use it much outside of the house in Silverdale (pandemic!).
It is very variable - ranging from reasonable to non-existent.
The signal on our road is really bad. If I stand right by the window and hold
the phone in the air, I can sometimes get a signal. I can’t rely on my phone
so have to use VOIP for calls.
Vodafone signal is very unreliable.
The only reason I have a landline is because the mobile service is so
unreliable (or reliably poor) so in effect I’m more than doubling my phone
costs for a poorer service.
As we don’t have a landline it’s infuriating having to wander down the road
in an attempt to get phone signal.
It’s just useless.
Very poor and unreliable.
I find it very patchy.
The coverage within most areas of the village is disappointing. It is very
difficult to use the mobile phone for my business (the milk round) as I
move around the village and customers and colleagues can't easily get hold
of me. It is also difficult to get hold of the police via the non-emergency
number, which I sometimes use when I need to report something
suspicious or a highways problem in the early hours of the morning. Some
banks use text messages for verification purposes, so again, we need to
walk around the garden or onto the road to receive them.
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I am in the process of changing my network provider though they said the
area we live in had sufficient coverage my connection in the house varies
from room to room. After I complained the said nothing could be done due
to the area being an AONB. Crazy when we go to the middle of the Lake
District and can get full signal.
Perfect 4G where I am - Browns Houses, Jenny Browns Point.
Phone coverage in south end of Silverdale is poor and we frequently have
issues with mobile phone coverage both in the house, outside the house
and whilst in the centre of the village of Silverdale.
Very poor all-around Hazelwood Hall, we have to stand in the grounds for
the phone to work and then its sporadic.
In order to get coverage [all weathers] it is often necessary to leave our
apartment and walk across the car park to get a signal.
Very poor reception in general.
Signal coverage is very poor and often non-existent.
Mobile coverage at Hazelwood Hall where I live is poor. You have to go up
the hill at the back of the house or go to the main gate to get a signal. So,
signals inside the buildings don't exist.
Poor reception.
Coverage in this part of Silverdale is poor. I have to go outdoors and walk
over 100 metres to get text messages for one touch authentication.
Generally appalling. Sometimes you can find the one sweet spot on a first
floor windowsill. Tesco uses the O2 network but it’s the same with all
networks my family tell me when they visit.
I am satisfied with the present coverage and don't want any more masts in
the vicinity.
No signal at home or anywhere in the vicinity is extremely restrictive
especially as most businesses now expect to be able to contact you by
mobile and seem loathe to believe we are in a DEAD Zone. Had a lot of
trouble getting my bank to accept my landline number for their customer
verification procedures.
As I look now there are no bars on my mobile signal. It is the reason I have
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a landline, mobile reception is useless. When B4RN was down a few weeks
ago we only had land line to communicate.
On The Row, there is no coverage at all.
Before I managed to find a pay as you go Wi-Fi Calling provider I had to
drive about a mile to get text messages for online banking. I have also had
issues with friends and businesses trying to contact us to ask for directions
but unable to get a signal.
Was with EE. Signal very poor around village. Vodafone connection much
better (4G).
Very poor in many areas of the village.
I miss messages from colleagues at work who do not realise that I cannot
receive them at home.
Variable even in the village centre when I drive there to receive messages
left on my iPhone.
I have terrible signal across the whole of the village.
It’s patchy. It’s a lot better now I’ve moved to EE.
The signal is poor. People looking for our house also have difficulty
contacting us when they are nearby as they struggle to get a signal too.
Can be a real problem when two-part authentication expects you to be
able to receive SMS text.
No three signal where I am on The Row, need to walk 5 mins.
Weak in Silverdale generally but particularly bad in my home.
Appalling.
Internet speeds are appalling. We pay heavily to rent a landline, as mobile
coverage is so poor 1-3mg? Stuck with BT as only provider/Vodafone best
signal at the moment, but can’t talk on mobile, very poor signal. We are
desperate to improve our internet speeds. BT hasn’t even put up a " green
box" anywhere near us.
Very poor. Often cuts out mid call.
Unreliable on the edges of the village but ok in the centre.
Mobile phone coverage is non-existent at my home.
At home only available by WIFI Large areas of Silverdale very poor signal
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I’ve been in third world countries and had better signal coverage. I would
love to ditch my landline but can’t.
I find it very limiting not having signal. Banking is near on impossible as
they send OTP codes by text. Working from home is difficult too as I can't
take business calls on my mobile.
My part of Silverdale has diabolical mobile signal coverage. It is annoying
not to have connectivity at home but is dangerous when out walking in
remote areas.
I can only use my mobile inside the house, if I get into the car on my
driveway I cannot receive or send messages or turn on my phone based sat
nav. I have to park up, somewhere with signal on the way to set up sat nav.
It is ridiculous in the 21century that I am denied mobile phone access
especially as it is becoming more and more important, ridiculous. We have
wonderful 21st century broadband and non-existent mobile coverage.
when I do the Art Trail, I have trouble accessing card services for sales,
unacceptable for business and customers.
We had smart meters installed. They do not work as there is no mobile
signal at our property.
I have no signal to make or receive calls if broadband goes down, I can only
use my phone 50 yds from the house.
Very patchy and unreliable coverage, frequently none at all when out
walking round the village, often have to wander round the house to find a
connection.
Without the benefit of home Wi-Fi, the mobile phone would be essentially
useless where I live in the centre of Silverdale. Phone signals from the 3
network are almost non-existent in places and any sort of date usage is a
waste of time. Phone calls can be made but contact is frequently lost.
It's patchy but not terrible.
The signal is useless. Whenever I want to use my mobile you can guarantee
there is no service.
Mobile coverage is generally poor, and I can only really use it with WIFI
calling.
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If a call does get through the reception is very poor, difficult to hear and
cuts out.
It is better than it used to be but there is still room for improvement!

APPENDIX 2
VISITOR EXPERIENCE
The following was received regarding visitors to Silverdale:
“I really want to fill in this survey and add weight to the argument, because it’s so important. But as I don’t live in Silverdale, I can’t complete the survey
truthfully, because (rightly) it is tailored to residents. Is it possible to design a survey for visitors to Silverdale (who I suspect are more impacted by the poor
mobile coverage than residents anyway) who like me are so frustrated about the fact that it’s been a dead spot for so long? My mother doesn’t really care
about the mobile signal because she rarely has the thing switched on in any case (I have asked her close neighbours to ask her at any opportunity “is your
mobile phone switched on??!” To sum up, the dead spot frustrates visitors more than residents, and I think that needs to be captured somehow to help the
cause.”

Produced by Councillor Liz Unsworth on behalf of Silverdale Parish Council. February 2021.
Clerk to Silverdale Parish Council: Mrs L.D. (Denise) Challenor, Tanglewood, New Barns Close, Arnside LA5 0BL
Tel 01524-761824
Email: clerk@silverdale-pc-lancs.gov.uk
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